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Abstract

The importance of screening to detect early lesions that may soon turn into cervical carcinoma is well known. The Romanian contribution
to the diagnosis of these lesions dates back over a century ago and is due to A. Babes (1926 and later in the standardization of the
Papanikolaou 1928). The experience of the Cytology Compartment of the University Emergency Hospital in Bucharest increased
permanently regarding smears made conventionally and those in liquid medium. We believe that this experience should be statistically
analyzed and compared with the histological results, especially for the cases of high-grade intraepithelial neoplastic lesions. The article
scholastically presents the activity of SUUB’s Cytology Compartment, our cases arising mostly from Departments of Gynecology and from
medical or surgical emergency cases that were considered at risk by SUUB’s clinicians. Our study is based on conventional based Pap
test cervico-vaginal cytology activity reports of SUUB’s Pathology Department from the past 23 months – 9730 cases –, using Bethesda
2001 system, including descriptive statistics parameters by age, year period, and diagnostic categories. The authors make a detailed
description of the pool, enumerating its epidemiological attributes for a future comparative analysis CBP versus LBP – the current technical
procedure in SUUB’s Cytology Compartment.
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 Introduction
In recent years, the research team of the SUUB
(University Emergency Hospital Bucharest) Pathology
Department has accumulated a considerable experience
in cervico-vaginal cytology. The data regarding sampling, processing and interpretation of cervico-vaginal
smears represents a useful research resource for comparative quality control tests as well as for comparing
different technical procedures or epidemiological studies.
The value of Conventional based Pap test for cervical
cancer screening persuaded SUUB’s staff to make all
the necessary efforts to implement it as a standard
procedure for all women admitted in the SUUB’s
Obstetrics & Gynecology Department.
The hospital profile involves diverse patient characteristics, such as age, place of origin, and pathology,
however the common descriptor for all females addressing the Gynecology Department is medical or surgical
emergency. Due to this, more or less accentuated inflammatory responses take place, which reflected into the
smears samples. The presence of inflammatory cells and
others factors are common and useful for etiological
diagnostic but the chances to discover key cells for the
screening test are reduced, even more, statistically chances to put an atypical squamous cells of unknown significance (ASCUS) label instead of inflammatory response
or high-grade lesions are increased. In this way, the
subjects have to wait until the local environment returns

to a stable state to repeat the screening [1]. In this
manner, identifying new cervical cancer victims is
usually delayed by two to four months [2]. Considering
the emergency room as a nodal point where female
patients, who neglected primary prophylaxis, have a
second chance, we tried to find an alternative option to a
conventional based Pap test (CBP), in order to identify
more significant cells, needed for a clean cytological
diagnostic. The Liquid Based Pap test (LBP) with its
different procedures claims to achieve this goal. Few
comparative studies analyze the performance of these
methods; they analyze the same specimen with both
methods, calculating a concordance index and in some
rare cases correlating the result with the histopathology
exam [3, 4]. The problem with these studies consists in
the amount of specimens taken into study considered
statistically significant. By taking random specimens
from different period of the year or departments, a large
amount of data is not processed and some epidemiological aspects (time of the year or age groups distribution) are not distinguished [5].
The heterogeneity of the specimens collected in our
hospital and the opportunity to shift from CBP to LBP,
raised the idea of performing a prospective study of our
past 23 months of work, looking for quantitative and qualitative description of the data pool and searching data for
a future comparative study between the methods [6]. We
will present a small activity report in this field together
with some findings related to our hospital profile.
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 Material and Methods
To analyze our work experience, we examined the
entire volume of specimens received at the cytology
compartment from July 2007 to May 2009. No cases
were retained if ID of specimen was unclear (incomeplete or absent) or did not enable traceability inside the
unit, neither the specimens who were refused due to
transport errors, conservation and/or prelevation (estimated around 0.1% from total). We fixed and stained
the specimens inside our Cytology Lab using a semiautomated device (Microm). Specimens that we
considered suitable for diagnostic had all of the
following: a relevant number of cells (at least 5 endocervical cells and more than 10 cells per field from
transitional zone); ID form (valid label, completed form
– for traceability) and relevant clinical data.
Diagnosed specimens were classified into three
diagnostic categories: normal, positive (with the
subcategories: atypical squamous cells of unknown
significance – ASCUS, atypical squamous cells of highgrade lesions – ASCH, low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions – LSIL, atypical glandular cells – AGC, and
high-grade intraepithelial lesions – HSIL) and inflammatory responses [7]. Two experienced cytologists
diagnosed processed specimens; lesions interpreted
as ASC (U.S. & H) were subject to a third opinion.
We indexed the results in a database and subjected them
to some interrogation queries (commercial software
used Visual FoxPro and MSOffice).
Using descriptive statistics we calculated some
parameters of the batch, aiming for: characterization,
dispersion of data, finding any correlation between the
various series, identification of any particular issues and
an estimation of a profile of future activity in terms of
number of cases and their distribution(to compare in the
near future with future results from LBP).
 Results
We sorted the data obtained from July 2007 to
May 2009 into one of the three diagnostic categories.
We also sorted them by decade of age of the specimens
and month of the year. In total, 9730 specimens were

Figure 2 – ASCUS cells with central cytoplasmic
clearing, suggesting glycogenation, slight nuclear
enlargement and mild hyperchromasia.

processed. From a volume of 9730 specimens, 45.30%
were normal (4408), 7.01% of cases were found positive
(682 in total) and 47.69% (4640 specimens) were
considered as inflammation, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 – Case distribution in our study (2007–2009).

In the positive group, we found the following
distribution: cells presenting keratinized features with
orangeophilic cytoplasm and minimally irregular,
hyperchromatic nuclei or cells with central cytoplasmic
clearing, suggesting either LSIL (HPV-effect) or glycolgenation, or slight nuclear enlargement and mild hyperchromasia. We classified these cases as ASCUS
(Figure 2) – 333 specimens (3.42% of total specimens).
We interpreted isolated or placards of metaplastic cells
with enlarged nuclei and nuclear contour irregularities
showing variation in size, shape, and ratio of nuclear to
cytoplasmic area or hyperchromatic cell clusters with
increased N/C ratios – 77 specimens (0.79%) as ASCH
(Figure 3). In those cases presenting cells with pseudostratification with enlarged, elongated nuclei and
chromatin granularity or with increased N/C ratios
and mitotic activity we considered the diagnosis of
AGC (53 – 0.54% specimens) (Figure 4). HSIL cases –
92 specimens (0.95%) – (Figure 5) were represented by
the presence of cells that exhibit a loss of polarity,
nuclear enlargement, coarsely granular chromatin and a
high nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio or /and nuclear
contour irregularities. LSIL cases – 127 specimens
(1.31%) – were identified by the presence of mature
squamous cells displaying enlarged nuclei with a
granular chromatin distribution or binucleation and
koilocytes in mildly dysplastic mature cells (Figure 6).
The distribution of diagnostic categories is shown in
Figures 7 and 8 overall, ASCUS and ASCH representing 5.71% of total issued diagnosis.

Figure 3 – ASCH metaplastic cells with enlarged
nuclei and nuclear contour irregularities showing
variation in size and shape.
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Figure 4 – AGC cells with enlarged, elongated nuclei
and chromatin granularity with increased N/C ratios
and mitotic activity.
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Figure 5 – HSIL-cells that exhibit a loss of polarity,
nuclear enlargement, coarsely granular chromatin and
a high nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio or/and nuclear
contour irregularities.

Figure 8 – Distribution Bethesda 2001 categories by
age group in the study.

Some statistics parameters regarding the data
dispersion and the time distribution were calculated
(Table 1).
The monthly average specimens processed was 423,
the maximum recorded in February 08 with (619 specimens). Average monthly number of positive cases was
30, the maximum recorded in June 08 (57 cases). Their
distribution pattern generally follows the subgroup.
The monthly average of specimens considered normal
was 192 (191.652) while the average of inflammation
responses group was 202 cases (201.739). Distribution
calendar is shown in Table 2 and Figure 9.
We calculated the possibility of a linear relationship
between the number of cases grouped as inflammation
and those grouped together as ASC (ASCUS and ASCH
specimens), resulting the possibility of a linear relationship (index of correlation 0.98975) (Figure 10).

Figure 6 – LSIL mature squamous cells displaying
enlarged nuclei with a granular chromatin
distribution, binucleation and koilocytes.

Figure 7 – Positive specimens distribution in our
study using the Bethesda 2001 categories.
Table 1 – Some descriptive statistics parameters applied to case series
Statistics
Average
Mode
Standard deviation
Range

Normal
191.652
165
52.192
208

Inflammation POSITIVE
201.739
160
62.883
235

29.652
25
14.923
48

ASCUS

ACG

ASCH

LSIL

HSIL

14.478
7
8.596
27

3.313
3
2.213
8

3.850
1
2.700
8

5.522
5
3.028
10

4.000
2
2.335
7

Table 2 – The distribution of specimens over the study period
Date

Normal

Inflammation

Positive

ASCUS

ACG

ASCH

LSIL

HSIL

Total

Jul-07
Aug-07
Sep-07
Oct-07
Nov-07
Dec-07

230
98
201
250
280
205

285
116
143
162
217
160

15
9
16
11
21
13

7
5
11
6
11
7

1
1
0
0
2
0

1
0
2
1
2
1

3
2
1
2
4
4

3
1
2
2
2
1

530
223
360
423
518
378
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Date

Normal

Inflammation

Positive

ASCUS

ACG

ASCH

LSIL

HSIL

Total

Jan-08
Feb-08
Mar-08
Apr-08
May-08
Jun-08
Jul-08
Aug-08
Sep-08
Oct-08
Nov-08
Dec-08
Jan-09
Feb-09
Mar-09
Apr-09
May-09
23 months

161
272
199
190
165
162
181
165
186
169
136
93
182
301
215
150
217
4408

182
320
226
126
236
174
157
160
224
228
281
184
168
245
351
134
161
4640

25
27
28
32
33
57
46
40
25
25
43
20
9
54
44
34
55
682

8
6
15
16
17
32
24
24
8
8
22
7
5
30
19
18
27
333

2
3
3
0
0
5
3
9
0
3
2
3
0
5
1
3
7
53

6
0
3
4
0
5
9
1
2
4
3
5
1
8
8
3
8
77

6
11
5
7
8
7
7
5
9
3
11
3
1
5
10
5
8
127

3
7
2
5
8
8
3
1
6
7
5
2
2
6
6
5
5
92

368
619
453
348
434
393
384
365
435
422
460
297
359
600
610
318
433
9730

Figure 9 – The distribution of specimens over the
study period.

Figure 10 – Cloud points distribution for specimens
grouped ASC and inflammation.

 Discussion
Cervical cancer is the most common cancer in
women in Romania, where most women never undergo
cervical screening. High prevalence of inflammatory
status of patients addressing SUUB further complicates
the management of intraepithelial and invasive cervical
cancer. Higher percentage decline in cervical cancer is
observed in countries where organized screening programs are available. Cytology screening in combination
with HPV-screening for high-risk HPV-types can
maximize the possibilities of having early cervical
lesions detected and treated. In the Bethesda III System
(2001), potentially premalignant squamous lesions fall
into three categories: Atypical squamous cells, lowgrade squamous intraepithelial lesions and high-grade

intraepithelial lesions. The ASC category is subdivided
into two categories: Those of unknown significance
(ASC–US) and those in which high-grade lesions must
be excluded (ASC-H). We discuss bellow the age
distribution of this categories.
For the age groups below 19-year-old and above
70-year-old, the volume of the batch is insufficient;
there were long periods when we did not find any
positive specimens from these groups in our department.
The low addressability of these age categories in a public
service, in emergency with gynecologic pathology could
explain this situation. In addition, one should consider
the dynamics of HPV-transmission to those age groups:
before 19-year-old, possibility of infection is usually
lower, and for the group older than 70 years, the chance
for a viral clearing rises together with the decrease of
possibilities for re-infection [6]. For this reason, detailed
analysis of the distribution of positive age subgroups
and times are irrelevant. Despite this, one can draw
some remarks regarding the whole batch, as shown in
Table 2. A monthly variation of total cases, respective
in the total number of inflammation according to
seasonal period, maximum being recorded in winter and
very warm weather, respectively. Another remark
concerns the most affected age group (positive and
inflammation): it is the one ranged between 20–49-yearold, corresponding to the maximum sexual activity
period. We encountered the HSIL-risk category with the
maximum frequency in the 60–69-year-old age group
(possibly women already diagnosed and who underwent
surgical interventions and/or endometrial cancers).
Between 30–59-year-old, HSIL have an average value
of 15.5% of positive cases for each decade of age.
Demarcation from adjacent groups is obvious: we recorded peak values in the 60–69-year-old group and in the
20–29-years-old group where HSIL represents approximately half of the plateau value (8.14% of all positive
cases in age group).
Except the below 19-year-old group (total positive
cases below 19-year-old represent 0.1% of the number
of specimens), the LSIL category shows a peak incidence
in the age group 20–29-year-old, decreasing by age
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decade. Regarding the positive categories, we also noted
that the ASCUS-subgroup represented nearly a half
(49%) of the positive group. Its monthly distribution
had a positive linear correlation with data specimens
classified as inflammation due to HPV (over 60% of
cases investigated for the detection of HPV/by in situ
hybridization, ISH, were positive) [8, 9]. This may be
the future benefit of the introduction of some technical
methods to remove occlusive factors (like inflammatory
cells, artifacts, red blood cells, etc.). This way a number
of cases classified as ASCUS (if processed by CBP
methods) could be classified as normal or irreversible.
Inflammation or other positive subgroup (LSIL, HSIL,
except ASCUS) remains a raised question [10, 11].
Now, in our Cytology Compartment we have resources and the technical means for the preparation of
specimens in thin layer – by double decanting the samples in a liquid medium. Financial resources and the
units’ logistics do not permit both methods to be taken
for the same sample. Starting with August 2009, we
hope in the whole implementation of this technology for
all samples processes at SUUB Cytology Compartment.
By estimating addressability on a similar period and
counting former distribution of cases, we can build a
virtual group of study whose size can be adjusted
according to the reality of the future. This hypothetical
population, along with historical precedent, will serve as
a witness to make a comparative analysis between the
two work methods (CBP & LBP).
We hope to identify a correction factor (k) for the
predicted values, specific to our department addressability. This factor would be used to determine a parameter
which characterizes the difference between the two methods, so that we can quantify the reduction of the total
results of ASCUS-positive results (false positives, or
without meaning). Namely the reduction of cases diagnosed only as inflammatory responses (the false negative lesions to HPV) [12, 13]. Affecting the course of
these parameters (false negative and false positive) will
affect the sensitivity and specificity of screening but in
our opinion, the segment diagnosed with ASC (U.S. & H)
will be mainly affected. From analyzing this trend, secondary benefits will emerge a more fair allocation of financial resources of the department and maybe an economic decision to make or to give up LBP for cervicovaginal samples taken in emergency care unit [14].
 Conclusions
Screening for female genital cancers is a constant
concern of every cytology department and improving
technical methods in detecting new cases of female
genital cancer a topical issue. The large number of inflammation and injury lesions classified as ASC (U.S. & H)
makes it hard to identify cases that are at risk. For these
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reasons alternative methods, which reduce obscurant
factors of conventional cytology, are an option considered by our Cytology Compartment. The possibility of
performing the related tests (viral) from the same
sample in cytology performed in a liquid medium tends
to favor this method. Increased costs of this method
require a real cost/benefit analysis in the detection of
new cases of cancer using cytology in liquid medium.
Preliminary data obtained by us agree with the specificity of an emergency hospital, emphasizing the need to
detect potential cases of cancer within a female population at working age, using alternative methods to conventionally done cervico-vaginal cytology.
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